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Introduction 

Climate change is no more a debatable issue but a key World concern with potentially 

catastrophic consequences. Impacts on the environment are blatant, but quite often the 

financial side of climate change, i.e., the climate risk, is less obvious. Actuaries worldwide agree 

nowadays on the relevance of the topic and on the need to develop methods and techniques 

for measuring both the frequency and the financial impact of extreme climate events. During 

the web session, developments in the field currently under way in North America, Australia and 

Europe will be described at length.  

 

From a Risk Management perspective, insurers are also expected to manage effectively their 

exposure to climate risks. According to the Financial Stability Institute, insurance international 

supervisory authorities deem climate risks as “reasonably foreseeable and relevant material 

ones”. Hence, these authorities expect insurers to address climate risks in their ERM – 

Enterprise Risk Management frameworks. In their current stage, modelling approaches can be 

considered as a means of improving the understanding of the financial effects of climate risks 

for insurers. 

 

This web session will provide an overview of the work in progress Actuarial Associations are 

carrying out all around the World to develop actuarial methods for measuring climate risks, of 

the risk management perspective for insurers and, last but not least, of the guidelines issued 

by international insurance authorities to address the challenges climate change poses both for 

the insurance industry and for the whole society. 

 

 
Participants 

The web session is open to all interested persons. 
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Technical requirements  

Please check with your IT department if your firewall and computer settings support web 

session participations (the programme GotoTraining/GotoWebinar is used for the web session). 

Please also make sure that you are joining the web session with a stable internet connection. 

 

 
Purpose and Nature 

The objective of this web session is to provide the participants with an overview of the state-of-

the-art approaches to the challenge climate change poses to insurers and, in particular, to 

actuaries. Starting with the definition of climate change from a financial perspective, the web 

session offers an introduction to climate risk taxonomy, a review of the methods actuaries are 

currently developing worldwide to measure it, and insights on insurance approaches to climate 

risk management and on supervisory expectations. 

 

 
Lecturers 

Xavier Gómez 

Xavier is the founding partner of Mandelbrot Actuaries & Statisticians. He is MSc in Actuarial 

Science and BSc in Mathematics & Statistics. He is a member of the Board of the Catalan 

Actuarial Association (Col·legi d’Actuaris de Catalunya – CAC). He held leading positions in 

accounting, solvency and internal control for one of the Spanish key players in bankassurance. 

MANDELBROT is a consulting firm specialized in Insurance Strategy. 

 

 
Language 

The language of the seminar will be English. 

 

 
Programme 

Wednesday, 28 October 2020, 

10:00 - 12:00 CET 

 

Topics: 

 The financial nuance of climate risk 

 The taxonomy of climate risks 

 Actuarial climate indexes 

 Insurance approach to climate risk 

 Supervisory expectations on insurers 

 

 

 
Fees & Registration 
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Please register for the web session by using our online registration form at www.actuarial-

academy.com as soon as possible because of the expected demand. If there are more persons 

interested than places available we will give priority to the registrations received first. After your 

registration, you will receive further log-in details to join the web session.  

 

Your registration is binding. Cancellation is only possible up to 2 weeks before the first day of 

the event. If you cancel at a later date, the full participation fee is due. You may appoint 

someone to take your place, but must notify us in advance. EAA has the right to cancel the event 

if the minimum number of participants is not reached. 

 

The registration fee is € 100.00 plus 16 % VAT. 

 

Please always give your invoice number when you effect payment. All bank charges are to be 

borne by the participant. We will send you an invoice, please allow a few days for handling. 
 

 
CPD 

For this web session, the following CPD points are available under the CPD scheme of the 

relevant national actuarial association: 

 

Belgium:  individual accreditation 

Bulgaria:  individual accreditation 

Croatia: individual accreditation 

Czechia:  individual accreditation 

Estonia:  2 hours 

Germany:  2 hours 

Greece: 2-3 points 

Hungary:  2 hours 

Ireland: 2 hours 

Italy: GdLA individual accreditation 

Latvia: 2 hours 

Lithuania:  2 hours 

Netherlands:  individual accreditation 

Portugal: 2 hours 

Russia:  individual accreditation 

Slovakia:  individual accreditation 

Slovenia:  individual accreditation 

Spain: CAC: 2 hours, IAE: 2 hours 

Switzerland:  individual accreditation 

 

 
No responsibility is taken for the accuracy of this information. 
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